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Our story:

Plank Hardware was created for those who won’t compromise on their Pinterest #InteriorGoals. We
design stylish hardware products in high quality materials, and offer them to you for a pretty fair price —
premium, grid-worthy finishing touches that don’t cost a fortune.

What's more, we’re on a mission to inspire a generation of new home owners and kick-ass DIYers. Sick of
that hand-me-down wardrobe? Hack it. Unhappy with your kitchen hardware? Tweak it. Say no to
mediocre metalwork — roll up your sleeves, dial up your creativity and make that moodboard you’ve
manifested a reality.

Brief:

HOOK IT UP

Say goodbye to crumpled coats on the floor & organise your home in style.

Designed to support your coats, towels, mirrors, or curtain ties – you name it, our hooks are ready to take
the weight off. Are the hooks in your utility weighing the room down, or your bathroom towels need a

helping hang? Grab your drill, screwdriver & knob of choice to get going.

What we want you to do:

We’re looking at you to help us get some show-stopping content of our hooks in action. Choosing from
our collection of hooks, we’d like to see you make the most out of your space. If you’re thinking of hanging
items in your freshly painted children’s room or hand towels in your utility – we want to see it.

This project is all about showcasing the visual & practical appeal of our hooks. How would you do that?
Well, by simply documenting the full project – that’s the measuring, drilling, screwing in hardware &
showing the final, transformed space.

What we’re looking for:

1) Deliverables:

- 5-6 x clear, high-quality images of the whole process, including showing the before, after and
in-between installation process. Please provide imagery in a high resolution, suitable for
application to our homepage banner, should it be suitable.

- 1 x video, optimised for Instagram Reels, which demonstrates the process of your project.
Consider text overlays to make your video content really dynamic and engaging. Between 20 and
40 seconds is probably the sweet spot.

2) Promotion

https://plankhardware.com/
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- 1 x Collaborative Instagram Reel to appear on your main feed (not just in your Reels feed),
showing your #PlankProjects. This should be published as a collaborative post with
@plankhardware, on an agreed date and with a pre-approved caption.

- 1 x Instagram Story, sharing your unboxing experience (our products, plus branded gifts).
- 1 x Instagram Story, sharing your published feed content (Reel) and explaining our partnership.
- Use of our key hashtags across all content: #PlankProjects.

References:

This, for showing the process & product close-up.
This, for showing the installation process.
This, for, well, the same things.

Project ideas:

What we’re offering:

- Compensation in the form of multiple hooks for your project.
- Content promoted on Plank’s digital channels, credited wherever possible.
- Content possibly used on Plank’s retail partner’s channels, e.g. MADE.com or Swoon, credited

wherever possible.

Things to consider:

Personality: We want this to be representative of you and your design aesthetic. Don’t be shy.
Product focus: We’re happy for you to take your pick from our selection of hooks, though we’re biased
towards CAREY – the newest of the bunch.

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CdSYyE_KBNr/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CdNK3T_InYC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CccQjV7KOnJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://plankhardware.com/collections/hooks/products/carey-circular-hook-stainless-steel
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Professional: Whilst the process may be fun, the quality of your content should mean business! We’re
looking for Insta-ready stills and videos.
Place: We want to show the practical & visual appeal of our hooks, especially in less conventional
spaces! This would ideally be a utility space, pantry or children’s bedroom.

Timings:

- The deadline to have all assets returned to Plank is Thursday 30th June 2022, but the sooner
the better!

- Publishing of content, on both parties' channels, will be at an agreed date throughout the month
of June (TBC).

Interested?

Glad to hear it. We would need to have visibility of the following:

- Your “before” images.
- A brief outline of your “vision”.
- Your Instagram/TikTok account.
- The hardware products that you’re interested in, plus the quantities.
- Your project timeline (i.e. when you could submit deliverables).

Glad to hear it. Please fire any further questions over to sana@plankhardware.com

mailto:sana@plankhardware.com

